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Article history:
Available online 21 September 2013When fermion masses are not neglected, two operators should
be added to the basis published in Ref. [1], so that the complete
set amounts to 26 effective operators in L hχ=4. This can be seen
using the equation of motion for the light h:
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It follows that the following two operators
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can be reduced to a combination of P6(h) +P18(h) and P21(h) +
P23(h), respectively, plus a term that can be absorbed in the re-
deﬁnition of the couplings of the gauge bosons and h, plus a term
containing a dependence on the Yukawa couplings. When fermion
masses are considered, these operators are redundant; otherwise
they are independent and must be taken into consideration.
We proﬁt from this erratum to point out another fact, although
it has no impact on the basis. The equations of motion for the
gauge ﬁelds and the Dirac equation in the section Massive fermions:
DμVμ = 0 must be substituted by
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)
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As a result, the two structures containing the contraction DμVμ
become
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This change has not impact neither on the total number of oper-
ators of the basis nor on its composition. In particular, as stated
in the article, operators P11−13(h) are physical only when fermion
masses are considered, otherwise they can be written in terms of
the other operators of the basis. The same applies to operators
P16(h) and P17(h).
An updated version of this article, with all the operators con-
secutively renumbered can be found in Ref. [1].
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